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Abstract
Background: Cervical dystonia is the most common form of focal dystonia and is managed by multiple modalities including repeated botulinum toxin injections, in addition to medical treatment with anticholinergics, muscle
relaxants, and physiotherapy. However, surgical interventions could be beneficial in otherwise refractory patients.
This study aims to report our experience in the neurosurgical management of cervical dystonia and evaluate patient
outcomes using reliable outcome scores for the assessment of patients with cervical dystonia and possible complications. This case series study was conducted on 19 patients with cervical dystonia of different etiologies who
underwent surgical management [ten patients underwent selective peripheral denervation, five patients underwent
pallidotomy, and four patients underwent bilateral globus pallidus internus (GPi) deep brain stimulation (DBS)] in the
period between July 2018 and June 2021 at Ain Shams University Hospitals, Cairo, Egypt. With the assessment of surgical outcomes using the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS) and the Tsui scale 6 months
postoperatively.
Results: Surgical management of patients with cervical dystonia of either primary or secondary etiology was associated with significant improvement in head and neck postures after 6 months without major complications associated
with the different surgical procedures. The mean improvement in total TWSTRS and Tsui scores were 51.2% and 64.8%,
respectively, compared with preoperative scores, while the mean improvement in the TWSTRS subscales (severity, disability, and pain) were 40.2%, 66.9%, and 58.3%, respectively.
Conclusion: Cervical dystonia patients in whom non-surgical options have failed to alleviate their symptoms can be
managed surgically leading to significant improvements with minimal adverse effects. However, surgical treatment
should be tailored according to several factors including but not limited to the etiology, pattern of dystonic activity,
and comorbidities. Therefore, management should be tailored to achieve long-term improvement with minimal risk
of complications.
Keywords: Cervical dystonia (CD), Spasmodic torticollis, Selective peripheral denervation, Pallidotomy, Globus
pallidus internus (GPi) deep brain stimulation (DBS)
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Background
Cervical dystonia (CD) is the most common adultonset focal dystonia [1–3], characterized by involuntary, intermittent, or sustained muscle contractions
causing abnormal neck postures [4, 5]. Epidemiological studies have shown the incidence of CD is from
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0.8 to 1.2 per 100,000 person-years and was 3.5 times
greater for women than for men [6–8], and the peak
age at onset in the fourth to fifth decade with a mean
age of 42 years [7, 9]. Dystonic patterns may be ‘simple’, with movements limited to one plane, or ‘complex’,
involving more than one plane [10]. Depending on the
muscles involved, patients may exhibit torticollis (rotation), laterocollis (tilting), anterocollis (flexion), retrocollis (extension), or a combination of any [11, 12].
Adding to this clinical complexity, CD patients may
also present with additional signs and symptoms, such
as shoulder elevation, jerk, neck/shoulder pain, and
tremors [12–14]. Sensory tricks (‘geste antagoniste’)
often temporarily ameliorate dystonic movements
and postures [15]. Commonly used sensory tricks by
patients with CD include touching the chin, forehead,
or occiput [16].
The definitive mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of CD is unclear and a unifying theory is lacking;
however, several factors including genetic and environmental factors such as trauma have been implicated [17–20].
CD is part of either generalized or focal dystonic
syndromes which may have a genetic basis, with an
identifiable genetic association. Secondary CD may
result from central or peripheral trauma, neurodegenerative disease, exposure to dopamine receptor antagonists (tardive dystonia), and any other conditions
associated with abnormal functioning of the basal ganglia [21–23]. In the majority of patients, the etiology is
not identifiable, and the disorder is often classified as
primary cervical dystonia [24].
Therapy for CD is mainly symptomatic [25]. It
includes supportive therapy and counseling, physical therapy, pharmacotherapy, chemo-denervation
(botulinum toxin, phenol, alcohol), and central and
peripheral surgical therapy. The most widely used
and accepted therapy for CD is local intramuscular
injections with Botulinum Toxin type A and physical
therapy can be used as an adjuvant therapy [3]. Pharmacotherapy, including anticholinergics, dopaminergic drugs, and muscle relaxants can be used alone or
in combination with other therapeutic interventions
[26]. Surgery is usually indicated for patients with CD
in whom there is a failure of maximal medical management either due to poor response or occurrence
of intolerable side effects, a significant disability that
significantly impacts the quality of life, patient should
have no cognitive or psychiatric impairment and
should be able to fully cooperate with the procedure
and long-term follow-up and has no medical contraindications to surgery [5, 8, 24, 27].
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Methods
This case series study has been reported in line with the
Preferred Reporting Of Case Series in Surgery (PROCESS) 2020 Guidelines [28]. This study has been conducted at the Neurosurgery Department, Ain Shams
University Hospitals from July 2018 to June 2021 in
Cairo, Egypt.
All patients with cervical dystonia enrolled in this
study were regularly seen in our movement disorders
clinic before surgery. Our study protocol was reviewed
and approved by the ethical board of the neurosurgery
department. Informed consent was taken from all the
involved patients enrolled in our study. Nineteen patients
who had cervical dystonia of different etiologies (primary
or secondary), and different patterns (focal or as a part of
generalized dystonia) were enrolled in the study as they
did not experience adequate relief of their symptoms
with non-surgical lines of management.
Patients included in our study were those with primary
focal cervical dystonia, or with primary generalized dystonia with predominant cervical dystonia, or secondary
dystonia with predominant cervical dystonia who showed
poor response/intolerable side effects or complications
from oral medical treatment and repeated botulinum
toxin injection. While those who were medically unfit for
surgery, with severe cognitive or psychiatric impairment,
or with severe spinal deformities were excluded.
Bilateral GPi DBS was the first option for all patients,
however, this was only afforded by 4 patients in our study
population. The main limitation for offering DBS for the
remaining population was the lack of financial support
for the implant and the procedure, and/or replacement of
implantable pulse generators (IPG).
Fifteen patients underwent destructive procedures;
unilateral GPi pallidotomy was performed for those
patients who suffered from cervical dystonia associated
with asymmetrical truncal or hemidystonia, while those
who were suffering from only cervical dystonia, were
operated for selective peripheral denervation of dystonic
neck muscles.
A paired sample two-sided t-test with alpha level at
0.05 was used to conduct the statistical analysis of this
study along with descriptive statistics using Microsoft
Excel. The paired t-test was used since there is only one
group and we are evaluating and comparing the difference between the means of the scores preoperatively
versus 6 months postoperatively. During our analysis,
we were calculating the p-value, the mean difference
between preoperative and postoperative treatment, and
the 95% confidence interval. The null hypothesis states
that there is no significant difference between the scores
preoperatively and 6 months postoperatively.
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Interventions used in our study population: (A) Selective peripheral denervation: the principle of selective
peripheral denervation is to denervate dystonic muscles
and preserve other muscles that do not participate in
dystonia. In cases where selective denervation of posterior neck muscles was planned, the procedure was done
as first described by Claude M. Bertrand [29]. In cases
where selective denervation of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle (SCM) was planned, the procedure was done
with the aid of intraoperative electrical stimulation to
identify the spinal accessory nerve branch supplying
the SCM or the trapezius to be sectioned according to
the preoperative plan for each patient. (B) GPi DBS:
Patients are operated upon under general anesthesia
without a muscle relaxant. Leksell stereotactic frame G
(Elekta Instruments AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was used,
and planning software (Framelink; Medtronic Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) for target and trajectory planning of the posteroventral part of the GPi. Microelectrode recording (MER) was performed in all cases using
2 microelectrodes per side and a multidrive system
(LeadPoint; Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA),
followed by the insertion of a permanent quadripolar
electrode (model 3389; Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis,
MN, USA) under intraoperative fluoroscopy. Electrodes
were implanted bilaterally in all patients and then connected to IPG (Activa PC; Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis,
MN, USA) implanted in the left sub-clavicular region.
Postoperative CT scans were performed routinely in
all patients to ensure the adequate site of lead position
and to detect any intracranial complications which may
occur intraoperatively with the most important being
intracerebral hematoma. Programming was performed
2–4 weeks postoperatively. (C) Pallidotomy: Stereotactic frame placement, CT scan image acquisition, preoperative targeting, and trajectory are done in the same
steps as DBS. A monopolar radiofrequency probe and
lesion generator (Neuro N 50 lesion generator, Stockert
GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) were used for stimulation
and lesioning. After confirming that macrostimulation
did not affect the internal capsule a test lesion is done
at 45 °C for 10 s followed by a permanent lesion done
at 60 to 70 °C for 60 s after patient re-evaluation for the
absence of new deficit. Another 2 lesions are performed
using similar parameters after the electrode was withdrawn for 2 mm and 4 mm above the target, respectively, resulting in 3 contiguous lesions.
The effect of the surgery was evaluated by the reduction
in the TWSTRS score [30] and Tsui score [31] 6 months
postoperatively relative to preoperative scores. Criteria
for evaluating the clinical results according to TWSTRS
score and Tsui score are illustrated in Table 1 [32] and
Table 2 [33], respectively.
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Table 1 Criteria for evaluating the clinical results according to
TWSTRS score changes [32]
Outcome rating

% reduction
in the TWSTRS
score

Excellent

75–100%

Moderate

25–75%

No relief

< 25%

Table 2 Criteria for evaluating the clinical results according to
Tsui score changes [33]
Outcome rating

Score

Excellent

Decrease of ≥ 10
points, or final score
of 0

Good

Decrease by 5–9 points

Fair

Decrease by 3–4 points

No change

Change of ± 2 points

Worse

Increase by ≥ 3

Results
Nineteen patients (10 males and 9 females) were included
in this study. There characteristics are shown in Table 3.
The mean (SD) age at onset, age at surgery, and duration
of symptoms being 14.1 (14.2), 21.2 (11.6), and 6.6 (5.6)
years, respectively. Only four patients were diagnosed
with primary cervical dystonia, while the remaining 15
patients were of secondary etiology, either due to perinatal insult, trauma, or antidepressant drug intake. Three
patients were found to have associated swallowing difficulty, while seven patients have a variable degree of head
tremors, and abnormal neck movements were found
to be partially or completely relieved by sensory tricks
in about half of our study population. Eight patients
have received prior botulinum toxin therapy and all the
patients had a history of physical therapy and a trial of
medical treatment, but with a limited or no benefit and
their symptoms recurred soon after. The incidence of different patterns of cervical dystonia observed among the
study population is illustrated in Table 4 and Fig. 1. The
type of surgical intervention performed in our study population is illustrated in Table 5.
The primary outcome measure includes TWSTRS and
Tsui scores improved from a mean (SD) of 49.1 (11.4)
and 11.7 (3.8) before surgery to 24.4 (13.8) and 4.2 (3.5),
respectively, at 6 months postoperatively (p ˂ 0.0001). The
TWSTRS severity, disability, and pain scores improved
from 22.3 (3.0), 15.6 (7.2), and 11.0 (3.5) before surgery, to 13.6 (4.3), 6.3 (7.5), and 4.6 (3.3), respectively, at
6 months postoperatively (Fig. 2).
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Table 3 Demographic and clinical characteristics of cervical
dystonia patients
n of patients

19

Gender
Male

10 (19)

Female

9 (19)

Follow-up period, months
Mean age at onset ± SD, years

Mean disease duration ± SD, years

Mean age at surgery ± SD, years

Diagnosis

6
14.1 ± 14.2

6.6 ± 5.6

21.2 ± 11.6

1ry dystonia

4 (19)

2ry dystonia

15 (19)

Etiology of 2ry dystonia
Perinatal insult

12 (19)

Trauma

2 (19)

Antidepressant drug intake

1 (19)

Concomitant symptoms
Geste antagoniste

9 (19)

Tremors

7 (19)

Swallowing difficulty

3 (19)

Trial of medical treatment
Yes

19

No

0

Trial of botulinum neurotoxin injection
Yes

8

No

11

SD standard deviation

Table 4 Incidence of different patterns of head movement in
cervical dystonia observed among the study population
Pattern of cervical dystonia

n (%)

Torticollis

12 (63)

Laterocollis

14 (74)

Anterocollis

4 (21)

Retrocollis

2 (10.5)

Sagittal shift

1 (5)

Lateral shift

2 (10.5)

Table 6 shows the mean (SD) percentage reduction in
the postoperative score relative to the preoperative score
in TWSTRS severity, TWSTRS disability, TWSTRS pain,
TWSTRS total score, and Tsui score among our all-study
population which was 40.2% (16.4), 66.9% (31.5), 58.3%
(22.7), 51.2% (19.8), and 64.8% (22.3), respectively. The
highest percentage of reduction was noted in the disability subscale, followed by the pain subscale, then
the severity subscale. The percentage of reduction was
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greater in the Tsui score relative to the TWSTRS score.
The P-value across all scores preoperatively and postoperatively was < 0.0001, indicating that the difference
in scores due to the surgery was statistically significant
(Table 7).
Comparing the percentage of reduction in the postoperative TWSTRS score relative to the preoperative score,
only one patient was rated as an excellent outcome with
more than 75% reduction in the TWSTRS score and this
patient has undergone bilateral GPi DBS, 16 patients
were rated as a moderate outcome with 25–75% reduction in the TWSTRS score, and two patients were rated
as no relief with less than 25% reduction in the TWSTRS
score were both patients had secondary cervical dystonia
and one was operated for DBS while the other operated
for pallidotomy.
Clinical results evaluated according to the postoperative decrease in the Tsui score were rated as an excellent
outcome in six patients with a decrease of ≥ 10 points,
good outcome in nine patients with a decrease by 5–9
points, fair outcome in three patients with a decrease by
3–4 points, no change in only one patient with a change
of ± 2 points, and no one was rated as a worse outcome in
our population.
Comparing the outcome of different surgical interventions used in our study, the mean (SD) percentage
of postoperative reduction in the TWSTRS severity,
TWSTRS disability, and TWSTRS pain score was highest in those who underwent selective peripheral denervation at 44.1% (9.2), 76.8% (24.1), and 62.6% (12.8),
respectively. Among the different surgical interventions,
the mean (SD) percentage reduction in the postoperative
total TWSTRS and Tsui score relative to the preoperative
score was highest among those who underwent selective
peripheral denervation with a mean value of 55.4% (6.6)
and 71.5% (5.7), respectively (Fig. 3).
In our study population, no mortality was reported
during the first 6 months. Complications occurred in
about 30% of our study population, either intraoperatively or postoperatively. This occurred in three patients
who underwent selective peripheral denervation, one
patient underwent pallidotomy, and two patients underwent GPi DBS. In patients who underwent selective
peripheral denervation, one patient developed periauricular neuralgia and weakness of the neck muscles, the
second patient developed wound collection/seroma, and
the third patient developed hypoesthesia over C2 on
the right side, all of which were treated conservatively
and improved gradually without any residual effect. In a
patient operated for unilateral pallidotomy, the patient
postoperatively developed speech and swallowing abnormalities, which improved over time but with a residual
deficit. While in patients operated for GPi DBS, the first
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16
14

Number of patients

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Torticollis

Latercollis

Anterocollis

Retrocollis

Sagittal shift

Lateral shift

Pattern of cervical dystonia
Fig. 1 Incidence of different patterns of head movement in cervical dystonia observed among the study population

Table 5 Types of surgical intervention used in the management
of the patients
Surgical intervention

n (%)

Selective peripheral denervation

10 (52.6)

Selective denervation of SCM/trapezius/both

7 (36.8)

Selective denervation of SCM/trapezius/both + myotomy

2 (10.5)

Selective peripheral denervation C1–C4

1 (5.3)

Pallidotomy

5 (26.3)

GPi DBS

4 (21.1)

SCM sternocleidomastoid, GPi globus pallidus internus

patient intraoperatively developed focal seizures with
secondary generalization, which was aborted by midazolam, followed by regular intake of levetiracetam. Postoperative CT revealed only pneumocephalus which was
treated conservatively, while the second patient developed low-grade infection over the IPG, which was manifested by redness and tenderness, and was managed with
wound debridement and postoperative intravenous antibiotics with complete resolution of infection.

Discussion
Surgical management of patients with cervical dystonia
of either primary or secondary etiology was associated
with significant improvement in head and neck postures
after 6 months.
Our results regarding the mean percentage of improvement in the TWSTRS total, severity, disability, and pain
score obtained among those patients operated for DBS

were nearly similar to those obtained from other studies
[34–36] and this was consistent with a recently published
meta-analysis by Tsuboi and colleagues [37]. However,
Eltahawy and colleagues [38] reported a higher percentage of improvement in the total TWSTRS score which is
attributed to the very high percentage of improvement
in the pain scale by 91% which in turn was reflected by
functional improvement and greater reduction in disability score. Volkmann, J. and colleagues [39] reported lower
results, but this may be attributed to the large study population in the study (57 patients) and the type of study
design.
Regarding the percentage of improvement in the total
TWSTRS score among those who underwent selective peripheral denervation, there was a wide range of
results, ranging from about 30% as reported by Münchau
and colleagues [40] to about 73% as reported by Wang
and colleagues and Jang and colleagues [41, 42]. To our
knowledge, this great variability in results is probably
attributed to a wide variety in surgical techniques used
even within the same study, as the selective denervation
is related to the involved muscle group/groups, which is
fashioned independently in each pattern of cervical dystonia. It is also probably related to the incidence of occurrence of incomplete denervation or re-innervation or
change in the muscular activation pattern due to progression of dystonic symptoms involving other muscle groups
that became evident postoperatively.
Regarding the percentage of improvement in the
total TWSTRS score among those who underwent
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Fig. 2 Comparison between the mean value of the preoperative and 6-month postoperative results according to TWSTRS severity, disability, pain,
and total score, and Tsui score

Table 6 Mean ± SD % of improvement in TWSTRS severity, disability, pain, and total score, and Tsui score among our all-study
population, patients who underwent selective peripheral denervation, pallidotomy, and DBS
All patients (mean ± SD)
TWSTRS severity
TWSTRS disability
TWSTRS pain
TWSTRS total
Tsui

40.2 ± 16.4

66.9 ± 31.5

58.3 ± 22.7

51.2 ± 19.8

64.8 ± 22.3

Selective peripheral denervation
(mean ± SD)
44.1 ± 9.2

Pallidotomy (mean ± SD) DBS (mean ± SD)
31.8 ± 17.6

76.8 ± 24.1

40.7 ± 27.8

52.7 ± 35.2

62.6 ± 12.8

60.1 ± 42.6

55.3 ± 30.6

55.4 ± 6.6

51.1 ± 34.5

42.9 ± 25.8

71.5 ± 5.7

51.1 ± 34.1

55.4 ± 25.4

60.0 ± 41.1

SD standard deviation

Table 7 Comparison of the preoperative and 6 months postoperative results according to TWSTRS severity, disability, pain, and total
score, and Tsui score
Preoperative score
Mean ± SD
TWSTRS severity score
TWSTRS disability score
TWSTRS pain score
TWSTRS total score
Tsui score

22.3 ± 3.0

Postoperative score
95% CI

Mean ± SD

95% CI

21.2–24.1

13.6 ± 4.3

11.5–15.7

˂ 0.0001

2.7–9.9

˂ 0.0001

15.6 ± 7.2

12.1–19.1

49.1 ± 11.4

43.6–54.6

11.0 ± 3.5

11.7 ± 3.8

CI confidence interval, SD standard deviation

p-value

9.3–12.7
9.9–13.6

6.3 ± 7.5

4.6 ± 3.3

24.4 ± 13.8
4.2 ± 3.5

3.0–6.2

˂ 0.0001

17.8–31.1

˂ 0.0001

2.5–5.9

˂ 0.0001
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Fig. 3 Mean percentage of improvement in TWSTRS severity, disability, pain, and total score, and Tsui score among our all-study population,
patients who underwent selective peripheral denervation, pallidotomy, and DBS

pallidotomy, our results were nearly congruent to those
reported by Horisawa and colleagues in a retrospective
observational study carried out on 25 patients with asymmetrical botulinum toxin-resistant cervical dystonia [43].
In our series, those operated for pallidotomy were manifesting with asymmetrical dystonic phenotype, either
segmental or truncal with predominant unilateral cervical dystonia thus causing symptoms improvement after
the unilateral lesioning procedure. Unfortunately, this
may not be considered a surgical option in those patients
presenting with bilateral symmetrical abnormalities as
in anterocollis and retrocollis cases, in which bilateral
lesioning is not applicable due to the high incidence of
morbidity [27, 43]. Bilateral pallidotomy may result in
permanent speech disturbance [44–46], transient lethargy/somnolence/stupor [44, 47–49], and transient hemiparesis [47, 49].
In this study, the only patient who was rated as an
excellent outcome with more than 75% reduction in
the TWSTRS score has underwent bilateral GPi DBS,
and this is consistent with the evidence suggesting that
patients with cervical dystonia have bilateral basal ganglia dysfunction regardless of their clinical manifestations, thus supporting the rationale for bilateral surgical
intervention [8, 50, 51]. While those two patients were
rated as having no relief with less than 25% reduction

in the TWSTRS score both patients had secondary cervical dystonia and one was operated for DBS while the
other operated for pallidotomy. Eltahawy and colleagues
and Capelle and colleagues both reported that the
response to pallidal surgery is dependent on the etiology, were improvement among patients with secondary
dystonia undergoing functional stereotactic procedures
will respond less well compared to the improvement in
patients with primary dystonia, and this is attributed to
the structural lesions in patients with secondary dystonia
[45, 52].
It should be noted that the aim of management is not
the cure of the disease, but to ameliorate symptoms,
social and functional disability, and to decrease the
incidence of complications encountered in the cervical
spine such as cervical spondylosis, disc herniation, cervical radiculopathy, cervical myelopathy, vertebral subluxation, fractures, muscle contractures, and fixed bony
deformity. Due to the elective nature of the procedures,
whatever the treatment strategy decided it should be
attempted to keep the potential for adverse events to a
minimum. This was consistent with our results as adverse
effects occurred in six patients in our study group. Three
of them occurred in patients who underwent selective
peripheral denervation and are commonly reported in
the literature [41, 42, 53]. Interestingly, they were only
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transient with gradual improvement over time. Only one
patient developed weakness in the neck muscle associated with neck drop and was managed conservatively
with intense physiotherapy for 2 months, which resulted
in gradual improvement and good control of neck movements. In the patient operated for unilateral pallidotomy
on the right side, the patient was right-handed with truncal dystonia, with predominant cervical dystonia over the
left side and was planned for staged bilateral pallidotomy,
however, the patient postoperatively developed speech
and swallowing abnormalities, although the patient did
not improve significantly postoperatively, contralateral
pallidotomy was omitted. While in patients operated
for GPi DBS, the first patient developed intraoperative seizures. The second patient developed a low-grade
infection over the pulse generator and was operated for
sub-clavicular wound debridement with copious irrigation with saline and antibiotics without removal of the
device, followed by postoperative intravenous antibiotics
and repeated wound dressing resulting in complete resolution of infection.
In our study, only one patient was operated for selective peripheral denervation from C1–4 on one side without involving the SCM, while others were operated for
selective denervation of the SCM/trapezius/ or both,
with or without muscle sectioning, without denervation of the posterior neck muscle. This resulted in 50% of
these patients requiring botulinum toxin injection in the
first 6 months postoperatively and this may have caused
false high results in our study. This suggests that those
patients would benefit from staged surgery which will
require another operation to be planned for the remaining dystonia muscles which were not denervated in the
first operation.
Bilateral GPi DBS can be recommended as the first
line of management for patients with cervical dystonia
as cervical dystonia patients have bilateral basal ganglia
dysfunction, thus justifying their improvement when
undergoing bilateral surgical intervention as in GPi DBS,
as bilateral pallidotomy is not recommended owing to
the associated high morbidity and complications. However, the main limitation for offering bilateral GPi DBS
was lacking financial support for the implant and the
procedure and/or replacement of IPG.
The aim of this study was not to compare the postoperative outcome between DBS, pallidotomy, and selective peripheral denervation, however, different surgical
options included in our study were associated with significant improvement in patients’ symptoms with minimal
adverse effect. A systematic review and meta-analysis
conducted by Ravindran, K. and colleagues comparing
the outcome of DBS against selective peripheral denervation in cervical dystonia patients, suggested that
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both surgical options are effective in treatment for cervical dystonia, with DBS effective at reducing TWSTRS
severity and disability score and a minimal effect on pain
reduction [54]. Although each intervention has its pros
and cons, and patients may respond better to one intervention over the other, identification of those patients
who may benefit from each intervention has not been
done.
This study has several limitations. One is the study
design in which there is no control group to analyze
and compare variable outcomes of different surgical approaches. Another limitation is the relatively
small sample size (n = 19) and short follow-up period
(6 months) which did not highlight the long-term outcome postoperatively. The heterogenicity in our study
population together with the variable and individualized
surgical options did not allow comparative analysis of
the long-term efficacy of the different procedures in our
study. Rating scales assessments were not performed in a
blinded fashion but were performed at routine 6-month
follow-up clinic visits. Our study was a non-randomized
non-blinded study, which may suffer from selection, classification, and confounding biases.

Conclusions
Cervical dystonia can be effectively treated surgically
without major complications. Patients that are refractory
to conservative medical treatment may be potential surgical candidates. In contrast with botulinum toxin which
provides only short-term relief of symptoms and require
repeated injections, surgical interventions can result in
a long-term improvement in abnormal dystonic activity. Moreover, patients with muscle contractures may not
improve with botulinum toxin injection, but may benefit
from surgery when denervation is combined with myotomy. Surgical modalities in terms of bilateral GPi DBS,
unilateral GPi pallidotomy, and selective peripheral nerve
denervation(s) are applicable and of accepted outcome in
selected individuals. The treatment plan and selection of
the appropriate surgical option is a major challenge, and
usually depends on several factors, including the age of
the patient, clinical type of cervical dystonia, etiology
of cervical dystonia, previous exposure to medications,
previous trials of botulinum toxin injection, medical
condition, prior surgery, cost, and patient’s preference,
therefore therapy must be individualized. However, the
prognostic factors determining favorable outcomes for
which patient will respond better to a specific type of surgery have not been determined. Therefore, further randomized, blinded, studies with a longer follow-up period
are needed to allow the identification of patient characteristics that favors one surgical option over the other,
and the long-term effect of each surgical option.
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